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Abstract: Recent years have seen the school education and management environment become increasingly complex that require high demands for school leaders. Researchers in the field of educational leadership have suggested that emotional intelligence of school leaders will have positive influence over the school operation. The paper has made an effort in critically reflecting a high school headteacher’s practice of school cultural change through the application of emotional intelligence. The importance of the research lies in the fact that school culture strongly correlates to school improvement, and it is inevitable to change school culture when it plays the negative effects to the school. Utilization of emotional intelligence in the management of cultural change in the high school in China will be discussed in depth, and implications as well as recommendations will be provided.
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1. Introduction

The term emotional intelligence, popularized by Goleman [1], has attracted researchers’ attention from psychological, management and educational areas, and has had a great impact on the study of emotions at work [2-5]. Focusing on the features of emotional intelligence identified by scholars [4-7], the term comprises at least four components: ‘self-awareness; awareness of others; regulating emotions; developing emotional literacy’. In this sense, we see that emotional intelligence can be used to deal with individuals’ emotions and establish social relationships, which potentially affects organizational functioning and effectiveness in the workplace.

Recent years have seen the school education and management environment become increasingly complex that require high demands for school leaders. Researchers in the field of educational leadership have suggested that emotional intelligence of school leaders will have positive influence over the school operation, such as improving teachers’ performance and satisfaction [8-13]. School leaders’ high emotional intelligence, as is known as Goleman indicates, may enable teachers to feel that what they do is worthwhile and valued [14]. Accordingly, a motivated workforce can be facilitated and formed with a high achievement drive for the promotion of the school. In this sense, the core of emotional intelligence, deployed to teachers and departments, even across the school as a whole, appears that the school leaders’ appropriate application, management and assessment of emotions are critical to school development.

School culture plays a powerful role in school management, such as maintaining the school’s stability and enhancing communication between school leaders and teachers [15]. It would be argued that a positive school culture may foster school improvement, teacher development and student achievement; however, a negative school culture may cause hurdles for the development of the school as well [16-20]. Along with the pace of social progress, changes take place all the time, which probably pose challenges to a school’s culture [21]. If the culture in the school cannot fit the present social progress, the headteacher may conduct some appropriate changes; otherwise, the improvement of his or her school will possibly be constrained [22]. Therefore, how to effectively and efficiently impose school cultural change by school leaders has become a fashionable topic in...
the field of educational leadership.

The purpose of this article is to understand better how leaders utilize the emotional side of leadership in the management of cultural change in the school. The importance of the research lies in the fact that school culture strongly correlates to school improvement, and it is inevitable to change school culture when it plays the negative effects to the school. Furthermore, there are potential impacts of leaders’ emotional intelligence on school management and school effectiveness. Thus, the objective of the study is to discover why change has been so difficult to effect, explore and appraise the application of school leaders’ emotional intelligence in addressing the potential barriers in a culture of change for school progress and society’s demands, by relating to some relevant theories and researches as well as discussing a particular setting with which the author is familiar as a reflective account.

The following parts will be divided into four parts. Firstly, development of the term emotional intelligence will be reviewed, together with an analysis of educational leadership in imposing school cultural change. There will then be an attempt to reflect a practice of the utilization of emotional intelligence in leading cultural change in a Chinese high school as a case study. Finally, emotional intelligence and educational leadership in China will be discussed in depth, and implications as well as recommendations will be provided in the conclusion.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Development of Emotional Intelligence

Originally, the term emotional intelligence was referred to deal with emotions by Salovey and Mayer [23], who defined it as ‘the ability to monitor one's own and other's feelings and emotions, to discriminate among them and to use this information to guide one's thinking and actions’. However, the term initially attracted less attention. It was not popularized until it was advocated by Goleman [1], who directed considerable attention to the notion and identified core aspects of emotional intelligence, such as self-awareness, emotional management, self-motivation, empathy, and relationship management. As the term has come to be known, Goleman continued to expound emotional intelligence as ‘the capacity for recognizing our own feelings and those of others, for motivating ourselves, and for managing emotions well in ourselves and on our relationships’ [14]. Hence, in the early stage of theoretical development, scholars inclined to hold a general view of emotional intelligence that it is the competence that might control individuals’ emotions and influence personal performance.

In recent years, there has been substantial research attempting to clarify the definition of emotional intelligence and direct some ambitious claims for its efficacy. A consensus appearing to be built by researchers is that emotional intelligence should be an individual’s ability to treat emotions and its domain should contain the following four dimensions: (1) Appraisal and expression of emotion in the self; (2) Appraisal and recognition of emotion in others; (3) Regulation of emotion in the self; (4) Use of emotion to facilitate performance. Based on reviewing the relevant literature, the author is in accordance with the four dimensions and deems that individuals who have high levels of emotional intelligence are able to perceive and understand emotion, to integrate it into thought, and to regulate it to influence own and others’ performance. I intend to adopt these dimensions as the theoretical framework in this paper to examine and discuss the headteacher’s application of emotional intelligence in school management in the context of the Chinese high school.

2.2. Emotional Intelligence & Leadership in Organizations

There is increasing body of knowledge pointing to the significance of emotional side of leadership in the workplace. Cooper and Sawaf propose that emotional intelligence is of importance for leadership to direct staff in organizations as emotions are ‘the primary source of motivation, information (feedback), personal power, innovation and influence’ [23]. Goleman et al. argue that emotional intelligence is a vital component of leadership effectiveness, particularly when leaders tackle resistant groups [24]. Zeidner et al. also consider emotional intelligence as a critical component of management and work [25]. However, there are some researchers who warn against some of positive claims about emotional intelligence and who remind us that it is difficult to clarify or measure emotional intelligence [26]. Nevertheless, it appears that emotional intelligence at least is a key facet of effective leadership.

Furthermore, studies of leadership have examined a variety of issues related to leadership styles, such as emotions. Transformational leadership, a predominant leadership style at the present, has been identified as an especially powerful source of effective leadership in different organizational contexts in several reviews and meta-analyses [27-28]. Building on acknowledged dimensions of emotional intelligence, recent theoretical and empirical studies reveal that there have been close relationships between emotional intelligence and transformational leadership [29]. Thus, emotional intelligence embedding in transformational leadership comes to improving organizational effectiveness.

2.3. Headteachers’ Emotional Intelligence in the Management of Schools

Recently, the significance of the emotional dimensions in educational leadership has been widely discussed. Similar to business scholars who have documented the importance of the emotional components in the workplace, researchers in the field of educational leadership have also proposed that school leaders’ emotional intelligence will have positive impacts on the school operation [11-12]. James and Vince indicate that headteachers may perform their roles properly by applying varied emotional components towards different stakeholders and staff [30]. Additionally, research on transformational leadership has
suggested educational leaders to utilize their emotions and morals in positive ways, and has argued that effective leaders have to generate beliefs in a culture of improvement. Therefore, it seems that emotional intelligence could be an essential ingredient for a successful school leader.

2.4. Emotional Intelligence & Leadership for School Cultural Change

School culture has become an area of intense study in the educational field in the last few decades and the recent literature acknowledges a powerful role that the school culture plays in the school setting [19-20]. School culture, influencing school leading ideas, educational thoughts, teaching and learning practice, has the ability both to foster and restrain the individual development within the school [15]. Hence, it could be argued that school effectiveness and improvement is significantly affected by school culture, and thereby changing school culture appears to be necessary when it performs its negative impacts.

Change, which itself is a complex phenomenon, takes place within a social context and is determined through the sophisticated interactions of its members [31]. In the past two decades, the extensive need for change in education has resulted in widespread reconsideration of educational leadership and effective approaches to lead the change [32]. Vince argues that to a great extent, individual and collective emotions affect organizational change [33]. For instance, the change efforts can be prevented and limited for the neglects of how power relations are enacted in an organization and how emotions such as defensiveness, anger and anxiety influence these relations (ibid). In this sense, emotional intelligence, concerning how school leaders handle themselves and others, plays a critical role in the management of change.

Cultural change, a type of change activities, possesses common natures of change as well as its special characteristics. There is prevalent acceptance in the literature that it is difficult to change the organizational culture of an institution. In a culture of change, emotions frequently run high and often represent ‘fear or differences of opinion’, which is the nature of change [32]. Accordingly, the staff, who often express doubts about new directions and sometimes outright opposition to them, tend to become the resistant group to the change. Maurer points out that ‘the only way to deal with resistance is to work with resisters and place emphasis on their emotions’ [34]. Thus, school cultural change, which can be unpredictable and disturbing, is a difficult and complex enterprise in school management, yet, emotional intelligence can be a main ingredient of successful leadership for the prospect school cultural change in that school leaders can apply emotional intelligence to effectively deal with resistance in the change.

3. Investigation and Results

3.1. School Background

The high school involved in the study has been regarded as an outstanding educational institution in this city located in the middle of China. There were, currently, 36 classes with 167 staff and 2,000 students aged between 16-18 in 2015. The challenge for the headteacher was to lead a culture of change in order to facilitate school improvement and adapt to social development in the changing time.

3.2. The Headteacher’s Practice

The headteacher is of the view that emotions and tensions between teachers and departments need to be considered as an important component of school cultural change. Busher assumes that more successful leaders in the management of change are those who are able to overcome resistances through persuasion, through assuaging individuals’ fears, or through cajoling individuals to act in ways they prefer [35]. To deal with resistant group, the headteacher deployed transformational leadership with her emotional intelligence, and thereby achieved a great success as shown in Figure 1.

1) Self-awareness & awareness of others

The headteacher initially attempted to understand that fear and resistance were natural effects of change as uncertainty raised individuals’ tensions and anxiety. Exploring staff’s feelings, she identified and analyzed their emotions toward the change. Change normally implies that current working patterns, working environment, and behavior modes will meet a significant challenge. School teachers, especially those who have worked in this school for a long time, were accustomed to doing things in the usual way, and were satisfied with current situation. Thus, they have had a natural reluctance to the change, which itself was a kind of denial of established patterns and habits.

The headteacher continued to perceive that although some teachers recognize that change may bring much more profits and benefits, they would rather maintain their status quo merely because of the formed habits. Some others were lack of conscious recognition to the direction of future development and they could not identify that the current environment had negative impacts on their school, but assumed the working environment was appropriate and it was not imperative to impose any change. If the change affected relevant departments or individuals’ benefits, those protecting their profits would tend to resist the change, which might result in readjustment and redistribution of benefits, power and resources in the school. She also recognized that lack communication and information of change might cause some teachers’ dissatisfaction and misunderstanding as well.

2) Regulate self emotions & utilize emotions to facilitate performance

Through listening to the concerns and ideas of teachers whose lives were going to be changed, the headteacher acknowledged the overload, fragmentation, and other stresses that could accompany change initiative. The headteacher addressed these concerns and ideas in public statements, and incorporated these concerns and ideas into the ongoing dialogue about change. Several strategies were deployed in the leading of school cultural change through the influence of emotions, such as strengthening communication with staff,
inspiring them to participate into decision making and actively engage into change, creating an atmosphere of mutual trust and mutual respect, sharing the risk responsibility and reaching a consensus through openness-discuss differences.

The headteacher gave strong encouragement with awards to credible colleagues about the ability to manage the change and motivated them to impose the change eventually to accomplish the overall aims. The headteacher utilized emotional intelligence to handle stress, showed empathy and became sensitive to teachers’ feelings to control their emotions. She regarded open communication as essential for dealing with resistant emotions in the change. Open communication helped her survive a difficult time and protected her when she worked with the colleagues. It often enabled the decisions to feel as if they were all school members’ and not just the headteacher’s. During the open communication, teachers felt the headteacher has done what was correct, and they have acted in their departments’ best interests.

In the educational management field, leadership behaviors which have emotional implications are repeatedly recommended, such as ‘lending support, exhibiting moral integrity, providing safety, fostering collaboration, offering intellectual stimulation, practising consultative and shared decision making’ [36]. What the headteacher has done in this change process is consistent with the relevant literature. Exploring resisters’ intentions, knowing and identifying self-imposed barriers to change and helping teachers to overcome them are crucial stages in the practice. The emotionally intelligent headteacher served as a benefit to her school in two ways. One is that the headteacher motivated teachers to work together toward school goals. The other is that she served as a transformational influence over teachers. In this manner, she challenged her staff to work toward increasing school effectiveness and performance, built interpersonal trust, and inspired them to implement the articulated vision of the change.

3.3.Staff’s Insights into the Change

Social interactions involve a display of emotions, which in turn have effects on organizational functioning [37]. Within the school, interactions between the headteacher and her staff, which caused a variety of emotions in the changing period, appear to influence the change effectiveness and school functioning. Furthermore, Fullan deems that school change depends on what teachers do and think [32]. Thus, it is worthwhile and valued to reflect and appraise school teachers’ insights into the change.

Actually, change does not merely result in resistance, threat and uncertainty, whereas it can be experienced as growth, hope, stimulation and excitement as well [38]. Hence, it is rational that there are different even opposite attitudes towards the cultural change from teachers’ perspective. Some of them find the change exciting as they are aware of the limitations in the current context and seek for challenge, while for others the prospect change may be threatening, as they dislike dealing with uncertainty. Those belonging to the resistant group become hurdles to the school cultural change, and thereby the challenge for the headteacher is to find ways of bringing her staff on board and getting them involved in the prospect change.

The teachers’ perceptions reveal the recognition of the demands and tensions of their jobs [39]. Therefore, the headteacher drew attention to teachers’ insights into the cultural change and accordingly applied different strategies to deal with staff holding varied emotions, especially focused on dealing with the resistant group. In the process, the headteacher encouraged school teachers to participate in decision making, motivated them to make innovation in the teaching and tolerated their mistakes so that teachers might suffer less pressure from the change. Eventually, atmosphere of mutual trust was created and a consensus of opinions of collaborative school culture can be reached.

4. Discussion

Studies relating to emotions and organizational changes have largely directed at ‘resistance to change’. As an effective leader in a culture of change that was rife with anxiety, stress, and ambiguity, the headteacher deployed her emotional intelligence to appreciate resistance through listening to diverse teachers and departments, acknowledging others’ concerns, and inviting them to engage in informed discussion and exploration. As Fan said, change does not only take place for diagnosing and solving a set of occurring problems; it can also be approached by identifying resisters’ emotions and the paradoxical relations that challenge the way school leaders think about themselves and the staff [39]. If the headteacher ignored the emotional dimensions of her staff, especially those resisters’ in this cultural change, it would be more difficult to impose the change and achieve the final goals.

The headteacher points out that empathy, a component of emotional intelligence, tends to be a critical characteristic
necessary for school cohesion in the management of cultural change. Empathy is an individual’s sensitivity to the feelings and concerns of other social members in human interactions [41]. Transformational leaders need the competency of empathy to display individually considerate behaviors in order to facilitate individuation, mentoring, and development of followers. The headteacher utilizes her empathetic ability to recognize and respond to changes in the emotional states of the teachers. The establishment of empathetic behavior causes relationships between the headteacher and common staff during the culture of change to be built and the organizational support network within the school to be formed. Accordingly, a cohesive bond is created, resulting in the reduction of emotional conflict in school member interactions. Finally, the change can be imposed and conducted more smoothly.

Although there are acknowledged four dimensions in emotional intelligence discussed above in part one, the first three dimensions are the preparation for the fourth one, as the final purpose of the headteacher’s application of emotional intelligence is to use and direct emotions toward constructive activities in order to facilitate personal performance in the school cultural change. Indeed, the headteacher performs her high emotional intelligence in the leading of change and obtains anticipated outcomes. However, the change might be imposed more efficiently if she laid more emphasis on strengthening relationships among teachers rather than developing relationships between her and teachers, for raising team spirit, and inspiring teachers’ sense of responsibility and sense of belonging could facilitate their interaction dynamics and in turn promote the building of collaborative culture.

Emotional intelligence demonstrates a set of dispositional attributes for monitoring one’s own and others’ internal states in order to instruct one’s and others’ thinking and actions and establish harmonious relationships among individuals, which is the basis of the synergetic sharing of skills and competencies of creating and sustaining networks [1]. Increased evidence in recent years seems to manifest that emotional intelligence has emerged as one of the most notable social effectiveness skills which are crucial to the performance and effectiveness of leaders. If a school leader has the abilities of self-awareness and self-regulation, motivation and empathy, leadership skills and open communication skills in the school operation, his or her school will become more resilient, no matter what the future brings.

Educational leadership, seen as one of the most essential factors in school improvement and effectiveness, can provide a culture within which teaching and learning will prosper [37]. The training of leaders has therefore become of paramount importance. Emotional intelligence is a set of acquired skills and competencies that pin down effective leadership and performance. Hence, promoting school leaders’ emotional intelligence has been considered as a fascinated direction in headteachers’ professional development. The purpose of the training program of emotional intelligence is to foster school leaders to perceive emotion, to integrate it in thought, to understand it, and to manage it. To perform well and be successful in one’s professional and personal life apparently demands the ability to make emotionally and socially intelligent decisions, particularly in China where the accepted traditional custom is that individuals incline to build harmonious relationships in social interactions.

However, there are some other researchers who warn against some of prevalent positive claims about emotional intelligence and who remind us that emotional intelligence is difficult to manifest and even harder to measure [26]. Nevertheless, it appears that emotional intelligence is at least an important force within an organization. Therefore, recent years, central government and local authorities in China lay emphasis on training school leaders’ emotional intelligence to develop schools and adapt to educational reforms. The training program can provide opportunities of personal development and facilitate school promotion as well. The potential issue, as we see at the present, may be the quality of the program, such as trainers’ knowledge of emotional intelligence and trainees’ relevant utilization in their schools. However, this will be investigated and discussed in further studies as this program has just emerged and we need time to examine its outcomes.

5. Conclusion

The main core of the initial question was: how school leaders use emotional intelligence in the management of school cultural change for school improvement. The importance of the research depends on the fact that changing school culture ‘could have the effect of promoting school improvement’ [42], and emotional intelligence is an effective and efficient approach in the leadership to influence the management of change [31]. Thus, investigating and appraising how emotional intelligence is deployed to change school culture has become the objective of the study.

Effective leadership in a culture of change is dependent on many of the particular aspects of emotional intelligence, such as being conscious of feelings, knowing the causes of feelings and how they change over time, being able to express and induce feelings in others, and even having the tacit knowledge of how and why emotions are concerned with cultural change [32]. In the leading of school cultural change, the headteacher perceived her internal states and managed own impulses and resources. She was also aware of others’ feelings and needs, and develops a rapport with diverse teachers in the school. Conceptually, this study supports the basic idea that the educational leadership requires school leaders to have high levels of emotional intelligence. Practically, this may imply that in selecting, training and developing school leaders, emotional intelligence should be one of the significant concerns.

6. Recommendations

Recommendations for further utilization of emotional intelligence in the management of school changes and further
study focuses of educational leadership are listed below. First, the headteacher might seek for parents’ emotions about school management as Carney suggests that closer relationships between parents and schools seem to raise the quality of work in the school [43]. Next, teachers’ job satisfaction and motivation should be addressed with school leaders’ emotional intelligence since teachers are the key force in the school progress. Moreover, it is timely, even urgent for the headteacher to consider the possible future of the high school and thereby nurture a positive school culture through applying emotional intelligence in order to create a common understanding of the socioeconomic changes affecting it and to help school members propose adequate responses to these changes. In addition, since emotional intelligence plays the powerful role in educational leadership, how to effectively and efficiently foster school leaders’ emotional intelligence has become an important task and research focus to educational scholars. Last but not the least, Confucianism, which greatly influences Chinese people’s thoughts and behaviors, might also be considered by researchers in the study on school leaders’ emotional intelligence to maximize the positive effects of leadership in the Chinese context.
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